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THE FOUNDERS' BOLD VISION

• High-level view: Renovating the American state
• Concern for domestic and foreign affairs
• Time frame: a long view of past and future
• Realism: turbulence, danger and fragility

What should government do?
How should it do it?

• Normative commitment: Demonstrating
viability of liberal democracy
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THE PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
APPROACH
• "[A] new paradigm . . . [that] has effectively supplanted the
traditional model of public administration": Owen Hughes,
2003
• Middle-level analysis: agencies, programs, networks
• Concern for efficiency and effectiveness
• Preference for quantitative-statistical methods
• A way of thinking and a supporting set of institutions
• All constructed since late 1970s
• Dominated by US-UK-NL-DK
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IMPORTANCE OF TIME & PLACE
• "A response to a set of special social conditions" (Hood,
1991)
• Already established by 1970s: state authority, basic capacity
• Problems of advanced welfare states in the late twentieth
century:
• Mounting evidence of implementation failure
• Growing cost of entitlements and services
• Taxpayer revolts

• "[T]he belief that governments had become 'overloaded'
and that Western states had become unaffordable [and]
ineffective" (Pollitt and Bouckaert, 2011)

EASTERN CRITICISMS
• Inattention to distinctive needs of Asian states
• Economic development, societal cohesion

• Inattention to distinctive conditions
• Politics, culture, economy, societal divisions, institutional
inheritances

• Inconsistency with leaders' vision

WESTERN CRITICISMS
• "PA has lost sight of the big picture." Christopher Pollitt, 2016
• "Public administration needs to return to thinking about the 'big
picture' rather than the fragments that dominate much of the
contemporary work in the discipline." Guy Peters and Jon Pierre,
2016
• "There is a need . . . to address the big issues that contemporary
political systems have to deal with." Per Laegreid, 2016
• "Big questions about state capacity and legitimacy go largely
unaddressed by leading researchers and journals in our field."
Brint Milward, 2016
• "It is also impossible to ignore the complaints . . . that public
management is missing big trends and the potential for big
impacts on big questions." Donald Kettl, 2016

NEGLECT OF FRAGILE STATES
• States in which authority and legitimacy are not well established
• Fragile States Index:
• 53 of 178 states are stable
• 125 states are fragile
• 66 states are on "high warning" or "alert" lists

• Even in "stable" states, concern about:

• "governing philosophy" of leaders (Im 2017)

• Border integrity

• "vision and judgment of political leadership" (Xue and Zhong
2012)

• Legitimate use of force

• "strategies of governing elites" (Cheung 2002)

• Dysfunctionality of major institutions

• Factionalization of elites
• Division between racial and religious groups, social classes, sections
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CONTEST OF SYSTEMS
THREE LEVELS OF ANALYSIS
"What we may be witnessing is . . . the universalization of Western liberal
democracy as the final form of human government." – Francis Fukuyama, 1989
• Micro-level (BPA): Study of the attitudes and behavior of
citizens, employees, or managers within the public
sector.
• Meso-level: Study of the design and management of
specific organizations, networks of organizations, and
programs within the public sector.
• Macro-level: Study of the overall role of the state, of the
architecture of institutions that constitute the state,
and of adaptation of these institutions to changing
conditions.

STRATEGIES FOR GOVERNING

• States have leaders, and leaders have strategies that
define
• national priorities
• policies to advance those priorities
• projects of institutional renovation

• Strategy-making is difficult: Goal conflicts,
uncertainties, resistance to execution, and changing
circumstances
• Strategies are fragile, need revision
15
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COMPARISON WITHIN ONE COUNTRY

COMPARISON AMONG STATES
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JUDGING STRATEGIES
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WHY STRATEGY MATTERS
• Constrains choices at the meso-level
• Institutional construction and renovation driven by strategy
• eg: neoliberalism and the "reinventing government" movement

• And micro-level interactions
• Objects, human beings, subjects, citizens (thin and thick), aliens, taxpayers,
customers, consumers
• Clients, civil servants, administrators of the law, advocates, service providers
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WHAT WE NEED NOW

• Tolerance for experimentation
• Conceptual innovation
• Risk-taking

Dwight Waldo, April 1968
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